
26 Chemistry

This first practical can be carried out using loads of different combinations of acids and insoluble salts.

But luckily, if you've seen one, you've seen 'em all - the method is the same whatever reactants you use.

1 A student prepared a solution of iron(Il) chloride. He started by adding insoluble iron(Il) carbonate

powder to a beaker containing 50 cm3 of dilute hydrochloric acid.

a) The student heated the beaker containing the dilute hydrochloric acid over a Bunsen burner

before he added the iron(Il) carbonate. Suggest why he heated the beaker.

tll
b) Describe two safety precautions the student should have used while heating the acid.

Give a reason for each safety precaution.

1.

2.

t4l

c) The student added iron(Il) carbonate powder to the acid gradually, stirring it.
He continues adding the powder until he is sure that all the hydrochloric acid had reacted.

What observation would indicate that there was no more acid left to react?

tll
d) The student allows the reaction mixture to cool, Describe the next step in the process, which will

leave the student with a solution of iron(Il) chloride.

tll
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2 Some students are trying to prepare a pure, dly sample of lead(Il) nitrate using lead(Il) oxide and

nitric acid. Lead(II) nitrate is soluble in water, but lead(Il) oxide is not.

a) One of the students suggests the following method:

1. Put 40 cm3 of dilute nitric acid into a beaker.

2. Add a small spatula of lead(Il) oxide powder to the beaker.
Stir until it has all disappeared.

3. Pour the resulting solution into an evaporating basin.
Warm the basin using an electric heater until crystals begin to form.

4. Allow the solution to cool, then filter out the crystals.

The student states that the solution he pours into the evaporating basin will contain
only lead(Il) nitrate and water. Explain why the student is likely to be incorrect.

lP

t2l
b) Another student suggests a different method:

1. Put 40 cm3 of dilute nitric acid into a beaker.

2. Add lead(Il) oxide powder to the beaker a little at a time. Warm the mixture and stir it.
3. Keep adding lead(Il) oxide and stirring until some of the lead(Il) oxide remains in the

bottom of the beaker.

4. Transfer the contents of the beaker to a flask and use simple distillation to separate
the lead(Il) nitrate solution from the excess lead(Il) oxide.

5. The lead(Il) oxide will be left in the flask and the lead(Il) nitrate solution
can be collected using a condenser.

6. Warm the solution in an evaporating basin until crystals begin to form.

7. Allow the solution to cool, then filter out the crystals.

This method will not produce a pure sample of lead(il) nitrate. Explain why.

n7L- t

Turnover )
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3 Copper(Il) carbonate, CuCO, and lithium carbonate, LL2CO3, both react with dilute sulfuric acid.
Each reaction produces a solrrble sulfate salt.'
The equations for these reactions are:

CuCO, + H2SO4 -+ CuSOo + H2O + CO2

Li2CO3 + H2SO4 -+ LirSO, + I1O + CO2

Copper(Il) carbonate is insoluble in water, but lithium carbonate is sligiltly soluble.

a) Explain why it would be more difficult to produce a pure sample of lithium sulfate than a pure
sample of copper(Il) sulfate using these reactions.

tsl
b) A student is using the reaction between copper(Il) carbonate and dilute sulfuric acid to make a

pure, dry sample of copper(Il) sulfate. The first step in the instructions she is using reads:

'Measure out 50 cm3 of dilute sulfuric acid into a beaker."

The student wants to make a bigger sample of copper(Il) sulfate, so she decides to increase the
volume of sulfuric acid to 150 cm3.

Suggest two reasons why using alarger volume of acid might mean it will take longer for the

student to produce herpure, dry sample ofcopper(Il) sulfate.

\P

1.

'2.

r)7

In January,I dissolve all last year's salts - it's a NewYear's re-solution
fhe nice thing about this practical is there's no maths to do althe end. lt's not aboul gelting dalalo
analyse, it's about making alovely, pure sample of a salt. So the key to gelling it right isbeing careful

with your techniques - do everfihing you can to make sure nothing contaminates lhe sample.
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I A student is carrying out the electrorysis of aqueous potassium chroride.
Their experimental set-up is shorvn in the diagram fetow.
a) Label the diagram, including the correct names for the positive and negative electrodes.

b) Suggest a material that could be used for the electrodes.

The electrolysis ofaqueous potassium chloride produces chlorine gas.

cj Describe how the student could modify their experiment in order to collect a sample ofchlorine gas.

t4l

Electrolysis has many industrial applications, but in this practical you'll be using it to separate the ions inan aqueous solution' And that's not all - you'll also need to be able to identify it. proor.r, you,ve made.

Chemistry

t2l
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d) Explain one safety precaution that the student should take when collecting the chlorine gas.

a

\
\
I

tu
e) Describe how the student could confirm that the gas is chlorine.

t2l
,

2 Ascientist has a dilute aqueous solution containing a metal ion, X, and a second dilute aqueous

solution containing another metal ion, Y. Both solutions also contain nitrate ions.

The scientist electrolyses the solution containing metal X using inert electrodes.

Her observations are shown in the table below.

Observation at negative electrode Observation at positive electrode

solid produced bubbles

a) Give one conclusion about metal X that the scientist could draw from these results.

pl
The scientist believes that metalY is more reactive than metal X. She carries ou! the

electrolysis of the solution containing metal I keeping all other conditions the same.

b) Which one of the following observations would support the scientist's hypothesis that metalY is

more reactive than metal X?

Production of a solid at the positive electrode.

No visible change at the positive electrode.

Production of bubbles at the negative electrode.

Production of a dark liquid at thenegative electrode.

tr
tr
tr
il tll
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3 A student is carrying out the electrolysis of magnesium sulfate solution using carbon electrodes.

a) Predict what the student will dbserve at eachOlectrode during this experiment.

Positive electrode

Negative electrode

t2l
The student wants to repeat their experiment using sodium bromide solution.
They dismantle their equipment, rinse the electrodes and the beaker with distilled water,
then set up the experiment again using dilute sodium bromide solution.

b) Explain why the student rinsed the electrodes and beaker with distilled water.

p

t21

The electrolysis of sodium bromide solution produces a gas at the negative electrode.
The student wants to collect a sample of this gas in order to test it. The student carries out
their experiment, but the volume of gas given offis too small to test.

c) Suggest one change that the student could make to their experiment in order to produce a larger
volume of gas.

d) The student carries out their experiment agzin, and manages to collect a volume of gas large
enough to test. The student predicts that the gas is hydrogen.
How could they determine if they are correct?

t)l

Electrodes love watching the news - they're rcally into current events
Electrolysis sounds pretty sophisticaled, bul once you know the basic experimental set-up you can apply
itto almost any aqueous electrolysis experimenl. You"il needlo useyourbrain abilmore when it
comes to making hypotheses and prediclions, though (no, you can't just take a wild stab in the dark).

O CGP - not to be photocopied
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In these experiments, the reaction needs to be carefully controlled to give an accutate measurement for the

temperature change. This means you've got to know what factors can affect the temperature readtng.

I A lab manual provides the following method for iuvestigating the effect of alkali concentration on

the temperature change of a neutalisation reaction:

1.

4

Prepare separa6 2.5 moUdm3 solutions of
HCI and NaOH, each}S cm3 in volume.

Allow the solutions to reach 25 oC, then

mix tfuem together as shorvn in the diagram'

Record the maximum temperature change.

Repeat the experiment using increasing

concentrations of NaOI{.

a) Write dourn three variablos that must be k€pt the same in each experiment to ensure a fair test.

l-
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b)

c)

tsl ,_
I

Suggest one improvement to the experiment that would increase the accuracy of the measurements. i--i

r-tll I

Explain why great care must be taken wheu handling acids and alkatis of high concentration. F-I
I

I
(
l-

i

tll r.l
Suggest an advantage of using highly ccincentrated reactants in this experiment. +--

,:
i-
\r-

tll

d)
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2 The table below shows the temperature of a reaction mixture at different times after the reactants
were mixed together. ' q

a) Plot a $aph of temperature against time on the grid below, and draw two lines of best fit.

38

35

34

32

30

28

26

24

22

0
0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Time / s

b) Use your lines of best fit to find the maximum temperature change in this reaction.

U
o

(,)
L
CBko
o.
tr
I

tsl

Time
/s 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

Temperature
loc 22.0 2s.1 28.0 30.6 33.3 36.5 37.3 35.6 34.2 33.0

OC

t2l
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3 A student wants to investigate the change in temperature when iron reacts with blue

copper(Il) sulfate solutiofl. They find the method shown below.

a)

1. Add 20 cm3 of 1.5 mol/dm3 copper(tr) sulfate solution to a boiling tube.

2. Place a thermometer in the boiling tube.

3. Add one spatula of iron filings to the boiling tube and immediately start a stopwatch.

4. Record the temperature in the boiling tube at 10 second intervals for two minutes.

The student decides to alter this method so that they use 1 g of iron filings in Step 3 instead.

Explain why this will make the results of the experiment more reproducible.

t'\-

tu
b) During the reaction, the student observes a reddish solid being produced.

what is one other change they will observe in the reaction mixture?

c) The student wants to know if 1 g of tin will produce a greater temperature change than 1 g

of iron. They repeat the experiment using a I g brlock of tin instead of 1 g of iron filings.

Why is this an unfair test?

tll

tll

I

d) Which of the following is not an example of a control variable in the studont's investigation?

tr The initial temperature of the solution.

tr The concentration ofthe copper(Il) sulfate solution

tr The metal used

tr The volume of the copper(Il) sulfate solution

e) What type of variable is your answer to part (d)?

tll

ttl
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4 The table below shows the results of aseries of experiments measuring the temperature change of two
reactions betweqn calcium carbonate and lrSrdrgchloric acid.'Each reaction was repeated three times.

Temperature change / oC

Experiment number I 2 3

Reaction I t.9 2.2 2.4

Reaction 2 3.9 4.2 3.0

a) Should any of the results be excluded from the analysis? Explain how you know.

...,.......4!.......

t2l

b) Find the mean temperature change for each reaction.

Reaction 1 .................,...................... oC

Reaction 2 ........................................ "C
t2l

c) Calculating a mean from your results can help to reduce the effect of some erors.
What is a type of error that is not reduced by finding a mean value?

d) Calculate the range for the temperature change in Reaction 1.

Range

ttl

Making my morning paurtcaftes - an eggs-othefiitic reaction.,.
There are a few examples of exothermic reactions on these pages_ donltforgelthatyou couldbe

asked about an endolhermic reaction instead. Measuring lhe lemperature change ior these reactions

wouldnt be any differeit, though - it would just be a decrease rather than an increase.
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1 a) Any thrw firom: e.g; volme ofl{Cl / conceutation of
Hel / volume of NaOH / initial temperature [3 marlrs]

b) E.g. use a polystyrene cup instead of a glass beaker / add a
Iid/iosdation to the beakel [1 markl.

c) Hig$y concentrated acids and alkalis can cause burnV
damagethe slan/eyes [1 na*].

d) E-g. fte,y pro&rce a largerteryerature cbnge [1 na*].

[2 marks for ell pt*b pbtffi;;r*fi,, orherwise I nark
for at least eig*tpefu ploued eorreetly. I markfor both
lines of bestftt drawn cowectly,J

b) E.g. extrapolate both lines of best fit to find
the intersection
intersection:38.0 'C
Maximnm temperature change :38.0 - 22.0: 16.0,C
(accept 15.5-16.5'C)
[2 marhsfor the cofiect ansne4 otherwise 1 markfor
Jinding the temperufitre at the intersectiott-J

a) E.g. it will make it easier to control the amount of iron that
is added to the sofutiot [1 nark].

b) E.g. the iron filings will dissolve/disappearlreact. /
The blue colour of the solution will fade / change to
pale green/colourless [1 ma*J.

c) The block of tin will have a different (s-aller) surface
areatotle trotfilngs [1 ma*].

d) The metal used [1 naft]
e) independent(variable) [1 markJ
a) The value of 3.0 "C (for the third repeat of Reaction 2)

should be expluded becatse it is anomalous [1 marh].
The values for Reaction I are atl witttin 0.3 oC while this
value is 0.9 oC or more away from the other results for 4

Reaction 2 [1 markJ.
b) Reaction 1: mean : (1.9 +2.2 + 2.0):3:2.0.C (2 s.f.)

[l markJ
Reaction 2: mean: (3.9 + 4.2) + 2:4.1.C (2 s.f.)
[1 ma*] t

d) range = 2.2 - 1.9 7 0.3 "C [1 mark]

o
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